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Before Getting Started  
 

Hi All, 

Before we get dive in today, let me start by saying - THIS IS A LONG 

REPORT! 

That said, it’s a good one and you don’t want to miss anything.   

If you are serious about blogging, this guide will give you the 10,000 foot 

overview you need to make blogging a success for you, so be sure to read it 

in its entirety.   

Good news is, it’s an easy read and if you sit down in a quiet area and have 

about half an hour or so, you’ll be through it in no time. 

By the end of it, you will be well equipped with the knowledge you need to 

turn your blog into a successful endeavour!  Imagine all this benefit in just 

half an hour :)  

Note:  If you already have a blog, this report is still a good read.   

It contains crucial information about what it takes to create a full-time 

blogging income, so go through it… 

BUT… 

if YOU ALREADY HAVE A BLOG, and it’s underperforming, or you just 

don’t know what’s wrong with it, visit our BLOG SHAKEUP. 

The BLOG SHAKEUP  highlights what the serious issues are with your 

blog and will help you clarify why your monetization message isn’t 

converting. 

https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/blog-shakeup
https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/blog-shakeup


 

 

Ok, with that out of the way, we’re off to the races! 

 

Blogging in 2020 
 

Today, I wanted to share something that I am really excited about - 

blogging! 

I know, I know... 

I talk about blogging - A LOT. 

I have for years. 

Over the years, I have always tried to impress upon my readers why 

someone should be working with a blog. 

Want to make money online in 2020? 

Here's a full tutorial on how to start a blog in 2020! 



You see, today as we are so early into 2020, I want to revisit this particular 

topic because lately many of my readers have been asking me all about 

how to start a wildly successful blog in 2020 😃 

So let me start by prefacing this and saying that starting a blog may seem 
like a daunting task, but this quick and easy step-by-step post, will have 

you up and running in no time! 

 

Some Background for You... 

 

 

As many of you already know, Marie and I have never had a traditional 
job. 

As we were finishing our college degrees, we discovered the internet and 
we've both been working full-time online ever since 2004. 

In fact, by the time we finished our degrees, we had already built a thriving 

"work from home/internet lifestyle" business and were making 6-figures a 

year, there was no going back! 

Since this was close to over 15 years ago now and a couple of kids later 

(wow - where does the time go) we have been building online businesses, 



have been top producers for affiliate marketing launches, named one of 

the best internet marketers online in the world by our peers, top reps for 

network marketing companies (we were the #1 all time-enrollers in a 

company that had 187K reps and we did it in 6 months all by using the 

internet to market online) and have sold hundreds of thousands of dollars 
per year in our own products and those of other companies (go read our 

About Us on our website if you'd like to know more...) 

That being said, if you've been with us from close to the beginning, as many 

of my readers have, you know that having a website and now blogs have 
always, always been an integral part of our business building strategy. 

Hint: You need to create content to dominate online. 

Write that tip down in your notes :-) 

   



A Shift In Focus 

 

 

Over the last couple of years, we have made a shift in focus, and have 

moved away from blogging about our various businesses, to blogging more 

about our passions... 

Imagine our surprise (as a couple who have always been steeped in 

internet marketing) that when we side shuffled out of our niche of 

"internet marketing" to concentrate more on the things we loved. We 

realized there was A LOT of money to be made by blogging about our 
passion! 

And so the takeaway here is: You can absolutely go from making 
$0-$1000 blogging about your passion. 

And once that first barrier of $1000/month is out of the way, and you 

become more adept at finding ways to monetizing your message, and 

there are so many different ways to do that which we'll get into in another 

blog post, it's "skies the limit" for your blogging income! 



So Why Start Blog? 
There has never been a better time in the history of the internet to start 
a blog. 

Not only does a blog give you a platform to express yourself and your 

thoughts (and there are some serious side-benefits to that), but as a 

marketer or someone who would like to make a living blogging, there has 

never been an easier time to do it. 

Yup, that's right. 

It doesn't matter what niche you are in. 

The great thing about the internet is that it gives a voice to all these 
micro-communities. 

There will always be someone who wants to hear from you and there are 
numerous ways to monetize your message. Monetizing this message is 

what creates a side income, or full-time income (working from home, or 
from anywhere in the world - but more about that in a bit!) 

For us, our goal and why we built our business in the first place (even 

before our children) was to have the time freedom, location freedom and 
money freedom to live the exact life that we wanted. 

And, looking back on the last 15 years (of both of us working from home, 

traveling when we want, homeschooling our kids and providing them with 

amazing experiences) we wouldn't have been able to have done all of the 

above, had we not built a business that allowed us to support those 

dreams. 

Everything I am talking about here is possible for YOU, because we did it - 

a couple of kids with absolutely zero experience, and to say that it changed 

the course of our entire lives is a gross understatement. It is ALL 

POSSIBLE if you have the heart and desire to do it, and it's the right fit for 

you! 



And of course, working from home and now blogging about our passions, is 

just plain AWESOME! 

So is there something that you love? 

Something that you know well? 

YES?! 

Great! Now, blog about it! 

Now, if you still need a few reasons why it’s a good reason to blog, then 

read on! 

Top 5 Reasons To Blog in 2020 

OK, so you might be asking... “Why blogging?” 

To start, it’s the easiest way for somebody to make $1000 per month or 

more.  Bar none! 

But, it's a valid question and I can understand how someone looking in on 

all the success we've had in the network marketing industry would wonder 

why have we segued into blogging full-time. 

Here are my top 5 reasons… 

 

1. Master of My Own Days 
Having built an online business while still in University, I've had the 
fortunate experience of never having had a traditional job where I would 

leave the house every day to go to work for someone else. 

 



As networkers, Marie and I created an income we could have only 

dreamed (multiple yearly 6 figure income, 5 figure a month incomes) of but 

here's the rub… 

Even though we had excellent online lead generation that made the 

recruiting process EASY, our days, though still at home or wherever we 

were at the moment, were spent on the phone – selling, recruiting, and 

team building. A lot of our time was spent hitting quotas, to qualify for 

sales pools. 

Now don't get me wrong, I loved building teams. 

I loved all the people we met, getting to know and working alongside them 

but as you get older, certain things become clearer and as my children 

grow, I've realized, “Boy, does it go quick!” 

I have always been a family-first kinda guy and the desire to spend more 

time with my wife and my kids doing the things that we LOVE is crucial for 

me. 

I don't have to tell you if you have kids, childhood is a special time of 

awakening and wonder, I want to be there for my boys, watching them 

take it all in. 

So back to blogging and designing your own days… 

I was already blogging as we built teams. 

And since blogging was already a large part of our online lead generation 

and we recognized a freedom and passivity that came from our blogging 

income, it made sense to start looking at it as a viable full-time option, 

especially when I liked blogging when it's convenient for my family and I. 

This eventually turned into a side income business where we ran our own 

website and blog company from 2004 to 2016. Soon enough, we decided 

to concentrate our efforts mainly on blogging. 

 



Plus, when we first started our online journey, we were blogging about 

completely different topics not even closely related to networking and 

were making affiliate income. There was huge income to be made in our 

chosen markets, and so we switched gears. 

Most of our blog income comes from NON-Networking/Marketing type of 

blogs. 

This is key! 

Blog about what you love! 

 

2. Controlling Your Income 
With your blog, there are so many different ways of creating your income. 

In our FREE membership site, we talk about the various ways to do that 

and surprisingly, with so many different sources in almost every niche 

imaginable, blogging allows you to create an income exploring topics that 

you love – and as you know, when you do something you love, it is much 

easier to find your intrinsic motivation. That coupled with the enormous 

potential for being paid what you're truly worth, blogging is a hard 

business model to look over. 

 

3. You Can Do It From Anywhere 
This next point doesn't really need any explanation. 

 



Blogging allows you to work from anywhere in the world. 

I blogged all the way down the East Coast while we road tripped this Fall. It 

was awesome.  

We explored during the day, and I blogged about my chosen topic once we 

got to our destination at night. 

Easy. Profitable. Fulfilling. 

This is true freedom. 

Perhaps the perfect business! 

 

4. Low Start-Up 
 

If you were to look at any business, the start-up costs for blogging are 

minimal. 

In fact, it's a business you can grow without even having a marketing 

budget. 

If you've ever tried to build a business before, you know that having a 

marketing budget is a problem that most people face. 

And of course, the upside is that the amount of income you can make from 

such a small investment (domain name, hosting etc…) is staggering. 

The ROI is the best you can get. 



5. You're The Boss 
You're the boss. 

You decide what you blog about (choose something you love – there are 

always ways to monetize a passion!) 

You decide how you monetize your blog and how much you want to be 

paid for your work. 

You decide your schedule and when you work. You literally can build a 

blogging business around your current lifestyle. 

This makes it the perfect side hustle for anyone looking to transition from 

one income source (your current job or career) to full-time blogger. 

Again, there is a freedom in being your own boss. It's a rare thing but it's a 

good thing. 

Ready to build a blog business? 

 

==> Click here to see how to get started 

 

(No, we are not charging for this info. It's free on my blog.) 

In summary… 

Look, there are so many other reasons to blog. I could literally go on and on 

for pages but I laid out my top 5 reasons for choosing to blog. 

If you are interested in building a business, side hustle and want to talk 

about your passions (with the goal of monetizing your message) then it's 

easy to get started. 

 

https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/how-to-start-a-wildly-successful-blog/


Click here to get the step-by-step guide to blogging in 2020, and then ask 

to get access to our free blogging training membership area. 

Blogging has been one of the BEST business decisions we've made. It's 

allowed us to pursue more of what we want out of life and has been a 

turning point for us. 

If you need a turning point, I know blogging can be this for you, too. 

You don't need experience. You need the willingness to proceed and the 

passion for something. 

Start now. 

Here's that link again. 

PS – Pro Tip: Having a blog also allows you to legitimately write-off things 

you would be spending money on anyway – which I love. 

 

Click here to read how to get your own blog started for FREE. 

 

How To Get Started 

Getting started with a profitable, money-making blog is incredibly easy... 

You really only need 2 things to get started besides your idea. 

I'm gonna list them out for you, okay? Drum-roll 🥁please! 

You need: 

● A domain name 
● A hosting account 

A domain name costs about $10/year and hosting costs about $5 per 

month. 

https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/how-to-start-a-wildly-successful-blog/
https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/how-to-start-a-wildly-successful-blog/
http://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/namecheap
https://www.a2hosting.com/?aid=cobygurl


So for about $75 per year, you have a business that has the potential to 

produce a 6-figure (or greater) income in your first year online! 

WOW! 

Heck, I'll even show you how to get a 100% FREE autoresponder once you 

get started. It's the "beginning" this journey that is the hardest part. (We 

have a free member-only community where we show you some training on 

how to do "blog stuff!" 

So once you have your idea, your domain name, and your hosting, you've 

got everything you need to start building a thriving blogging business. 

That's all you need to get started with your brand new blogging business. 

So want to start a wildly successful blog in 2020? 

Here's the step-by-step... 

What will your blog be about? 
Your blog should start out with the main topic and about 3-4 highly related 
sub-topics. You don't have to write about all of them right now but you 

should have an idea of what they will be - of course, these are changeable. 

When you get more and more comfortable writing your blog, you'll 

probably add more. As far as your topic, you should be somewhat 

knowledgeable about your subject or at least be passionate about it. 

Step 1: How To Choose A Domain Name 

So to choose a domain name, you need to know the topic of your blog. 

Your blog topic will inform your domain name. 

What's a domain name? 

A domain name is simply what you type into the address bar to get to a 
site. For example, the domain name of this site is: AndrewMurrayHQ.com 

https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/
https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/


Now that's a great name for a personal brand. So if you are not making a 

niche blog, that's a perfect domain to lockdown. 

Another thing to consider when picking your domain name is your 

sub-topics - what are they going to be? 

Sub-topics are topics related to your blog's broader topic, but a little more 

specific to your niche. It's a good idea to identify 3-4 sub-topics which 

should also help you determine what you want your domain name to be. 

Once you have an idea of a domain name, now is the time to head over to 
the registrar. 

The registrar is where you will buy your domain name. 

After years and years online, NameCheap is my favorite place to buy all my 

domain names. 

Why? 

● They have fantastically quick support. 
● They have inexpensive domain names 
● They include PRIVACY for FREE if you continue to renew your 

domain name! (That saves you about $10/yr right there!) 

And unlike GoDaddy, their non- .com domain names are still reasonably 

priced, and they don't try to attack you with upsells you don't need. 

Under the "Domains" tab, click the "Domain Name Search" 

http://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/namecheap
http://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/namecheap
http://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/namecheap


So once you get to the registrar, type in your idea of choice and see if it's 

available... 

Go over to our favorite domain registrar here - we personally buy all of our 

domains here (and yes, for full disclosure, if you do happen to buy a domain 

name from here, we do get a small affiliate commission fro your purchase - 

thank you 🙏) 

Don't worry. Once you get your blog, we'll show you tons of ways to 
make money from it, and also from multiple streams of affiliate 
commissions that you'll soon be getting on a regular basis. 

You don't need anything other than the domain name from Namecheap. 

Step 2: Configure your DNS: 

Now in order to get your domain name ready for your hosting, you'll need 
to do one more thing in your account. 

Go to the Domain Dashboard and click on "Manage" beside the domain 

you just purchased: 

 

Next, under Custom DNS, type these 2 lines: 

ns1.a2hosting.com 

ns2.a2hosting.com 

And then click the checkmark to save the changes. 



 

Done! Nothing more to do in your Namecheap account! 

Step 3: Get Your Hosting 

So the next step is for you to get your hosting. 

Hosting is your digital rental space. Much like a business must pay for a 

location and supplies, your hosting covers the bandwidth and digital 
space in the sky where you can set up your digital storefront or blog. 

And picking the right host is important. There is a WIDE variety in terms of 

quality and support, and even the hardware involved at the source site. 

This video will walk you through exactly how to do this: 

Watch it! 

https://youtu.be/NVprHDa8kP0 

I use and recommend A2 Hosting. 

(You can click that link above and it will open in a new tab so you can 

continue this tutorial back here once you have completed that step.) 

What business can you set up for so little and generate so much in income? 

https://www.a2hosting.com/?aid=cobygurl
https://www.a2hosting.com/?aid=cobygurl


Look, we're going to show you step-by-step how to set up your blog for 

maximum results. 

Click on the Get Started Button. 

Next, you need to select a package. 

Unless you plan to be super-ambitious and build multiple blogs, you can 

choose the LITE option to get started. 



Choose the Lite Option unless you plan to build multiple blogs right away. 

You want to use your own domain name. Generally speaking, you want a 
professional domain registrar with your domain and separate from your 
hosting. It's just good business practice. 

Next, you will want to select the option to use your own domain name that 

you registered at Namecheap. 

https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/namecheap
https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/namecheap


Use the existing domain name that you registered at Namecheap. 

You don't need any of the add-ons on the checkout page. 



A2 Checkout Page 

You will be emailed your login info, and it will also display the login info on 

the page. 

Be sure to take a note of the login details. 



Personally, I use Lastpass to save all my passwords. I Highly recommend 

saving sanity in your online life of password management. 

Step 4: Setup Your Wordpress Platform 

The next step is deciding what you want your blog to look like... 

Do you have several blogs that you frequent? Do you like how they look? 

If so think about whether you can emulate it, keeping in mind the main 

topics of your blog. 

Personally we use, and recommend for you, that your blog be done using 

Wordpress. 

Watch this video: 

 

https://youtu.be/amf12GTQKWo 

Themes 

So Wordpress is essentially a database. What that means for you is that 
the "look" and "feel" is quite easy to change. So you can start creating 

content and worry about the look and style of your blog later. 

Also, this makes applying global changes (like changing all the Headline 

fonts or adding some analytics code) extremely easy and intuitive. 

Back in the day, Marie and I had to make changes on every..single..page of 

our site. Yeah, not nice! 

So what is a theme? 

A theme is a collection of stylistic characteristics controlling the layout, 
fonts and look. 

https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/lastpass
https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/lastpass


Again, don't get hung up on the perfect look. The content is what makes 

you money, and the look can be changed easily at any point in the future 

very, very easily. 

Inside Wordpress, there are a few main concepts to understand. 

The main thing is understanding pages and posts. 

Pages 

Pages are static pages on your site that make up the bones or structure of 
your site. Also, pages are stand-alone items, such as a "Thank You" page or 

an "Opt-in" page that are not your core article content. 

Blog posts are organized by categories so that people can easily find the 

content that they are interested in. If you don't set up categories, your 

default category will be "uncategorized." 

Being Wordpress, these are easy to adjust at any time, and if you create 

categories later on, you can move blog posts from uncategorized (or any 

category) to any other category with a simple click of the mouse. 

For example, on our intermittent fasting blog, our posts are organized into 

the following categories: 

● Science of Fasting 

● 16:8 

● Keto 

● Supplements 

● Fasting Stories 

You can have as many or few categories you want on your blog! I 

recommend about 6-8 as you don't want to scatter your focus on much 

more than that, IMO. 

Posts 

Posts are your "articles" or core content pieces on your site. 



This is where the "money" is made. 

Think of these are little content pieces. Each time you create a new post, 

you create the potential to generate recurring revenue on your business. 

Anything you want to write about, that's a new blog post. If you're not 

sure, choose a post. Pages are more for "special occasions." 

Media 

I wanted to mention this area because "media" is where you store your 
images. You can link externally to images using a direct link, or you can 

upload images to your own site. It's ideal to upload them to your own site 

to help more people find you. 

The default setting is to keep uploads in monthly and yearly folders. I 

actually find this setting annoying, especially if you are looking through 

backups and trying to find a particular image. I would recommend 

deselecting that option. 

Wordpress in 2019 made a change to the main area. The development is 

called Gutenberg, with a sly nod to the "revolutionary" Gutenberg Press 

invention in the printing world. 

 



The difference is that now after each carriage return, you have a new 

block. This makes it easier to drag in special blocks, like a Video Block, for 

example, so you can easily embed a YouTube video. Or you can easily add 

a Quote block to automatically format the block into a quote, like the one 

below: 

Blogging Obstacles 

 

Now I know what you might be thinking... 

Blogging and making a side income...sounds AMAZING but you're not sure 

if you can do it! 

Oh no, what if you fail? What if it doesn't work. 



I hear you. Hold on, grab a tea and don't panic.... 

Here are the TOP "Untrue" REASONS I HEAR FOR NOT BLOGGING... 

Top Myths That Prevent People From Making Money By 
Blogging 

#1. You don't know how to write... 

Writing and blogging may seem really difficult but like most everything in 
life, writing just takes a little practice. 

To put your mind at ease, a blog post is really like a simple outline, you 

determine what you want to write about, jot down a few key points, and 

then go from there. You can then pepper your posts with pictures and 
videos! 

Now, wait, Andrew, I hear you saying... I'm not a good writer. 

Bogus. That's a lame excuse. 

Look, having a blog is not like going back to English class. 

Examine this blog post. Short sentences. Simple words. Many paragraphs 

are just one line. 

The key is organizing your thoughts into a short outline and it's easy. 

In fact, we have a tutorial on how to do this even if you are CONVINCED 

you are never going to be a writer. 

Plus, your blog is actually multimedia. Posts can be a summary of pictures 

or a YouTube video - and although it's best if you want to create your own 

videos, you can build an entire blog in any niche around OTHER PEOPLE's 

YouTube Videos! 

#2. You don't know WHAT to write about... 



If you are interested in creating extra money from your computer, 
blogging is the perfect solution. 

Often times in order to find what you want to write about, all you need to 

do is determine where your mind goes, when you let it wander... 

● What do you think about? 
● What do you enjoy doing? 

All of these questions will help you determine what you can blog about. 

Plus, when you figure this out, there are so many different ways to 
monetize your message, that people can literally write about anything and 

figure out the ways to monetize. 

#3. You don't value your own knowledge... 

This is a big one. 

Often times, we know a lot about a particular subject but we still feel like 

we lack the knowledge to discuss it proficiently. Don't fall into that trap. 

If you are passionate about a subject, write about it! We are always 

learning and as we share our experiences we learn more. Blog about your 

topic of choice, your knowledge I am sure at this point is sufficient and will 

grow! As Brian Tracy said about the winning edge, "Develop the winning 

edge; small differences in your performance can lead to large differences 

in your results." I feel this way about knowledge - often times you just 

need to know 3% more than someone else to be able to speak from a place 

of authority - go out there and share your thoughts, you know enough - 

trust yourself that you have a voice worth sharing!!! 😊 

#4. You don't know how to get eyes (traffic) on your blog... 

There are so many strategies for getting traffic to your blog, many of them 
free. We will discuss this in-depth on another post! 



In fact, we use various FREE ways to get eyes to our blog and you won't 

believe how powerful these methods are! Even if you've never blogged or 

successfully marketed yourself before, you can do this! 

For more info, join our FREE blogging membership site! 

#5. You don't know how to monetize your blog... 

Nowadays there are SO MANY WAYS to monetize your blog. We are 
going to give you our top 5 ways to monetize your blog in the following 

post. 

#6. I'm a very private person... 

- You're not necessarily blogging about yourself. 

For example, this blog is mainly about my niche of choice which is "internet 

marketing" but I do have others where I share my experiences on 

"Intermittent Fasting and Health" while Marie's is a lifestyle blog. She 

loves to share stories that document our everyday life, stories of our kids 

and what makes us happy. She loves sharing her deep and personal 

thoughts and that works for her! 

So you're the BOSS, you do what makes you comfortable! 

#7. Nothing has worked before... 

Sadly, this is the experience of many people who come online to some 
"type" of business. 

Coming from a couple who has built many different and successful 

businesses online, I can say blogging has been the easiest and most 

enjoyable, which I think is the point... 

We love blogging. 

And for the normal, average person we feel that everyone has a voice and 

something to share. With all of our years working from our computer, we 



have come to the conclusion that learning to monetize a passion of yours 

using by blogging is the most financially rewarding and personally 

fulfilling. 

#8. You don't know where to start... 

You start right here! 

Re-read these instructions and follow them step by step - then join our 
FREE membership site. 

Once you sign up to start blogging, our membership site will walk you 

through all the questions you'll have about getting this new, and profitable 

venture off the ground! 

Our blogging series will help you get it all together - from creating the 

blog, figuring out what to write about, branding yourself, monetizing your 

blog and then getting traffic and eyes to your content! 

So the key to understand is that the more narrow your focus, the better 

your results will be. And I understand this is completely counter-intuitive, 

but it's true. 

The default thinking is that you want as much traffic as you can get, so you 

want to create a blog around a broad topic, like "making money" or 

"health." But in truth, you start with "that" idea and then the more specific 

you get, the more traffic and more money you will make from your blog. 

So here are some examples of great niches to build a blog around: 

● Tech Reviews (I personally write a lot of these) 

● Health and Fitness (I share my experiences on various health topics 

as well) 

● Alternative Medicine (naturopathy, homeopathy, integrative 

medicine, supplements, different body modalities) 

● Beauty and Fashion (DIY) 

● Parenting (attachment) 



● Education i.e Homeschooling (secular, non-secular, 

curriculum-based, unschooling, radical unschooling) 

● Preschool education/early childhood education 

● Relationship Advice 

● DIY Projects 

● Various Diets (Vegan, Intermittent Fasting, Etc.) 

● Recipes (must be specific like Keto, low carb, vegan recipes) 

● TV Show or Movie Reviews (or more niched like Documentary 

Reviews!) 

● Gaming (think of a tight niche like Sports Gaming or FIFA, or games 

for kids.) 

● Lifestyle (anything that you enjoy about your own life, think kitchen 

products, things you buy, things you enjoy doing, day to day 

activities etc...) 

● Finances (saving money, retirement, getting out of debt) 

● Interior Design and Staging 

● Home Decor (DIY, Hacks) 

● Anything to do with Real Estate 

● Making Money Online (affiliate marketing, blogging, networking, 

selling) 

● Travel (traveling, products used when traveling etc...) 

The best thing is to really focus on a niche. 

Now the other thing you want to avoid that could derail you is thinking 
too much. There is no perfect topic. You just need to start. The #1 reason 
people fail online is that they don't take action quickly enough. 

Let me repeat that again... because it's so dang important. 

The #1 reason people fail online is that they don't take action quickly 

enough. 

It's better to get something done than to have done it perfectly. Imperfect 

action beats perfection every time. Every single time. 

Look. You would not be here on this blog reading these words unless 

something has moved you to make a change in your life for the better. So 



don't forget that to change, you need to move away from the mold you are 

in right now! 

It's crazy how easy it is to be a six-figure income blogger in 2020. 

All you need is the commitment and the willingness to put in the time to 

blog about something that you ENJOY! 😉 

The best part is: 

● You can do it from home... 
● You can write while you travel... 
● You can write about what you're passionate about... 
● You can write on your own schedule - around your current 

worklife, your family and your other responsibilities... 
● You decide how to monetize your blog... 
● You're the BOSS... 

Plus, if you put in the work now, you can easily hire out all the content later 

on and not write a single word. But to start with, as I said before, you're 

going to have to make some changes in how you do things. 

No time? 

Heck, that's just an excuse. You can think on a morning commute, jot a 

couple of notes into Evernote, and have a blog post in 10-15 minutes. 

There is not a less time-intensive way to make money online... believe me! 

Blogs are simply amazing. You should start one today! 

-Andrew Murray 

See how easy that is? 

So start here... 

● Get Your Domain Name 
● Get Your Hosting 
● Pick Your Theme 

http://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/namecheap
https://www.a2hosting.com/?aid=cobygurl


And once you're done, send us a message and we'll put you in our FREE 
Membership site. 

Our FREE membership site is where you'll learn all the next steps to 
setting up and creating the perfect blog and blog posts, getting your blog 
seen and read, ways to monetize your message no matter what niche 
you're in and all the help and resources you'll need to build a wildly 
successful blog in 2020! 

 

Can't wait to read what you have to say! 😊 

And drop a line to us once you have your blog setup (follow the 

instructions above) so we can add you to our FREE Blog training 

Membership Area! 

 

Monetizing Your Blog 
 

But what happens once you've done all that and you already have a site? 



What comes next? 

Next, is writing your first posts and then discovering the top ways to 

monetize your message to start creating a blogging income. 

So based on our experience, here are the top 5 ways that most bloggers, 

regardless of niche, can start monetizing a blog. 

#1. Google Adsense (Ads) 
By simply placing ads on your website, you can start earning revenue. 

This is a very passive way of creating income from the blog traffic you 

receive and is a great way to start. 

It is a very simple process, and we walk you through the steps in our 

membership area. 

You can also add yourself to other sponsored networks such as Mediavine. 

#2. Sponsored Posts: 
Do you know that there are sites out there that pay you to write 
sponsored posts? That's right! 

So what do you need to do in order to be considered for sponsored posts? 

 Here’s a following checklist to go through before you apply: 

● Be sure to write great content 

● Have a great looking and engaging homepage 

● Tell your story on your About page 

● Be sure to be using a good WordPress theme that is fast loading with 

clean code 

● A reliable web host (I recommend A2 Hosting – the fastest 

WordPress host) 

● Making the platform mobile-friendly (use the free plugin WPtouch) 



● Using quality images (use royalty-free images found on sites like 

Unsplash or Pixabay) 

● Be sure your site has the important pages such as Terms of Service, 

Disclaimer Privacy Policy and Contact. 

There are several sponsored post networks to join for paid blogging 

opportunities, here are 7 of them that I encourage you to take a look at. 

Each network has its own set of criteria; apply for a few as you may find 

that there are several that fit with your audience/target audience.   

Tap Influence  

Niche: Food, Fashion, Beauty, Lifestyle 

Tap Influence is well organized.  If you sign up and don’t get any offers, 

reach out to a contact there, introduce yourself. 

Clever  

I love their message, “Real people tell the best brand stories.”  

The site is easy to navigate but the only downside is the payout period is 

60 days after the campaign ends. 

Acorn 

Acorn works with bloggers/influencers of all levels. 

Bloggers have the opportunity to work with some really big brands like 

Johnson&Johnson, Kraft and Nickelodeon to name a few. 

Blog Meets Brand  

Blog Meets Brand is another really good blog network that can connect 

you with some great brands. Their sign up is really easy – enter your name, 

email, and a password to get started.  You can then create your profile. 

Aspire IQ  



Aspire IQ is one of the best networks for paid blogging jobs on Instagram! 

Most opportunities allow you to input your desired pay as well as what 

you are interested in doing for the brand, such as an Instagram post, blog 

post 

Izea  

Niche of fashion, beauty, lifestyle and brands, Izea is one of the largest 

networks with opportunities for almost any niche.  

Izea works with large brands including Target, HGTV, The Home Depot 

and more....They work with not only bloggers but with YouTubers, 

Instagrammers, photographers and more… 

Linqia  

Linqia is GREAT if you’re in the parenting/lifestyle blog niche. As a 

“Storyteller” The pay can be pretty good and is based on a pay-per-click 

scale. 

There’s other networks for paid blogging jobs out there too, you just need 

to search around.  

I’d suggest signing up for a few. 

Also, don’t be discouraged if you are just starting out.  Brands aren’t 

always looking for bloggers with the largest following, sometimes their 

criteria is different i.e  very specific market or a specific location. 

 

#3. Affiliate Marketing 
When Andrew and I started in the online space, we knew in order to make 
money, we needed to sell something.  

At that point, we didn't have our own personally created products, so we 

were looking for something else. 



Now, if you've read our story, you know that when we started in the work 

from home industry, it was because we were introduced to the concept of 

network marketing. 

We joined our first company, Melaleuca. 

Sadly, we were abysmal distributors because we had no circle of influence 

(and making money in this type of opportunity was entirely dependent on 

having enough influence over our friends and family so that they would 

buy the products we were selling.) 

Anyways, it didn't turn out well and so as we researched ways to sell 

things, we happened to find internet marketing. It was here that we 

started to learn how to sell online and the first things we started to sell 

were products of other people - affiliate marketing. 

Not only did we sell products in the internet marketing field, but because 

we had niche sites, I sold things that had to do with motivation, pregnancy, 

relationships and so much more. 

It is easy to find affiliate marketing products in your desired niche, all with 

different payout periods, and profit margins. 

#4. Selling Your Own Products 
At some point, we always recommend that someone create their own 
product. 

Teach what you know. 

Product creation is not as difficult or as daunting as it seems and can easily 

be accomplished once you identify what your audience is interested or 

what need you can fill in your chosen niche. 

For example, your own product can be a simple ebook on your topic of 

choice, it can be a set of tutorials that you packages as a course.   



At some point, one of your largest points of revenue will be your own 

products.  One of our own personal products that we sold at a price point 
of $27 made $140K in 7 days.   

#5. Services 
Once you start a blog, you should start to think about the potential 
services you could offer your audience. 

Selling services makes sense for bloggers because you already readers 

who are interested in what you have to say. 

Since they are already loyal readers, they are more inclined to buy from 

you.   

Most times people think “products” like ebooks or courses, but services 

sell and you are doing yourself a disservice if you skip this monetization 

category all together. 

What Services Will You Sell? 

First, decide which services to sell.  

For many bloggers, coaching sessions or consultations is an easy service to 

offer.  Consultations and coaching is a way of selling your advice instead 

of giving it away for free. 

What can you offer your niche?   

For example, financial bloggers who offer advice and tips can also branch 

out and offer services such as helping their readers create a monthly 

budget.   Readers often want one-on-one personalized attention, 

especially when they are looking for advice or trying to find a solution to 

their problems or obstacles.   

Blogging - Freelancing, Ghostwriting Content 



As a blogger, many businesses need blogging help to generate brand 

awareness and expand their online reach. Who better than an actual 

blogger to help? It’s a natural fit to turn your blogging know-how into a 

service offering on your blog. 

 

VA (Virtual Assistant) Services 

New bloggers often find success in offering virtual assistant services to 

more established bloggers. Not only is this a great way to make 

connections with your fellow blogger, but it gives you a lot of practical 

insight and knowledge that will help you advance your own blog. 

 

Social Media Management 

Blogging and social media go together - you really can’t have one without 

the other.  

Part of being a blogger involves being active on social media sites 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest.  

Knowing how to use these platforms to gain followers and traffic is 

attractive.  Offer these services to people and small  businesses in order 

for them to benefit from experience.   

The above is just a short list of potential services you can sell. Remember, 

when determining what services you can offer, consider your blog’s niche 

and your existing knowledge. 

Now take a minute and think about your existing audience. 

What other things could you offer?  

Make a list.   

 



 

Lastly…. 

Already have a BLOG but it’s underperforming? 

Read The Blog Shakeup… 

 

 

In Summary 
You made it to the end! 

Congratulations! 

If you’re ready to get started with your own blog, go back through the 

report and get started with your domain name and hosting. 

https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/blog-shakeup
https://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/blog-shakeup


Once you’ve done that, message us and ask for your access to our FREE 

membership site.  You’ll find so much more information to help you get 

your blog souped up and ready to start earning! 

Still have questions? 

Contact us here: 

http://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/contact/ 

Cheers! 

Andrew Murray and Marie Torres 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.andrewmurrayhq.com/contact/

